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PRESS RELEASE
Industry Veteran Steve Pascoe joins L2 Aviation as Engineering
Manager
Aeronautical engineering leader joins the L2 Aviation management team.

Austin, Texas: L2 Aviation, a leading supplier of global avionics services including engineering, parts,
certification, installation and manufacturing announced today a key addition to its management team
with the addition of Steve Pascoe as Engineering Manager overseeing the L2 Aviation Engineering
department.
“I am thrilled to be a part of the L2 Aviation Team”, said Steve Pascoe. “L2 Aviation’s engineering team
and capabilities are second to none that has allowed them to continue to grow and help customers
design the future of aircraft connectivity, safety and convenience. I plan on continuing that tradition and
achieve an even higher level as we continue to grow and add new projects without losing focus on our
commitment to being customer centric.”
“Steve is an engineering expert who brings a phenomenal grasp of both emerging technologies and a
unique understanding of how to provide engineered solutions for aircraft operators that fits their
organization perfectly”, said Kevin Paul, Vice President, L2 Aviation Engineering Value Stream. “He will be
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an integral part of our growth as we continue to expand our business and service offerings to meet the
needs of the post-pandemic aviation industry. We are pleased to have Steve on the team.”
About Steve Pascoe
Mr. Pascoe is the former Senior Engineering Manager for Gogo, a provider of in-flight broadband
connectivity (IFC) and connectivity-enabled entertainment services (IFE). Mr. Pascoe’s experience also
includes being the Program Director for Global Eagle Entertainment (GEE) where he led new product
implementation and Collins Aerospace, formerly Rockwell Collins, where he was a Principal Programs
Manager for airborne Communications, Navigation and Surveillance systems. Mr. Pascoe earned a
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering from Boston University and an Executive Masters of Business
Administration certification from Santa Clara University.
About L2 Aviation
L2 Consulting Services, Inc., doing business as L2 Aviation, provides global aircraft modification support
services including avionics engineering, system design, repair, certification, kitting and installation for airline,
government, military and business aviation customers. L2 Aviation specializes in complex avionics solutions
and remote installations focused on reducing down-time and mitigating crew workload. L2 Aviation makes
great airplanes BETTER!
*For additional details please contact Desiree Eversole at +1 (512) 894-3414 ext. 333 or email
Eversole.Desiree@l2aviation.com. www.l2aviation.com.
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